FAREWELL BATCH OF 2017-18
The class SS1 students of Gyan Bharati School, Saket, gathered on 31st
January 2018, to bid farewell to the outgoing class XII batch. The day was a
fiesta devoted to the years spent together with teachers and friends and to
reminisce the joyous moments. The theme of the valedictory function was
‘Dosvidaniya: We’ll Meet Again’.
A cultural programme and lunch was hosted by class SS1. The function
commenced with an invocation seeking the blessings of Lord Ganesha in an
amalgamation of Kuchipudi and Kathak dance forms. A beautiful medley of
Hindi songs by the girls and English numbers by the boys͛ band captured and
mesmerized their seniors. A musical drama, ͚Mein Iss Saal Bhangra Nahi
Karoongi͛, included short scenes and dance compositions expressing the joyful
and memories one amasses during the schooling years. The vibrant and lively
bhangra, with the zest and energy of the SS1 students caused the SS2 students
to dance and groove to the beats. The ͚Diya Ceremony͛ symbolized the school
Prefects handing responsibilities down to their Deputies. The farewell song ͞Ruk
Na Sako͟ tugged at the heartstrings, as it spoke of letting go of school and the
memories associated with it and beginning anew.
Incorporated among these events were the handing over of the much cherished
titles and compliments. A valedictory speech from SS1 by Purvi Singh was a way
for the juniors to express gratitude to their seniors and to recall the many
shared memories. The speech on behalf of the SS2 by Janya Goel was about all
the things they had learnt together while stumbling and fumbling along the
way. Mementos were presented by the Principal and the Vice Principal. The
gathering was then addressed by the Principal Mrs Nishi M Manglik Ma͛am who
besides wishing them luck had encouraging and reassuring words as the batch
heads for their boards shortly. She advised the outgoing batch to be confident
and fearless.
The event came to a close with a vote of thanks to each and every person who
had contributed to the success of the event.

